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Abstract
The transcription factor p53 is the main tumour suppressor in cells and many cancer types

have p53 mutations resulting in a loss of its function. In tumours that retain wild-type p53

function, p53 activity is down-regulated by MDM2 (human murine double minute 2) via a
direct protein—protein interaction. We have designed and synthesised two series of 2,5-

diketopiperazines as inhibitors of the MDM2-p53 interaction. The first set was designed to

directly mimic the α-helical region of the p53 peptide, containing key residues in the i, i+4
and i+7 positions of a natural α-helix. Conformational analysis indicated that 1,3,6-trisubsti-

tuted 2,5-diketopiperazines were able to place substituents in the same spatial orientation

as an α-helix template. The key step of the synthesis involved the cyclisation of substituted

dipeptides. The other set of tetrasubstituted 2,5-diketopiperazines were designed based on

structure-based docking studies and the Ugi multicomponent reaction was used for the syn-

thesis. This latter set comprised the most potent inhibitors which displayed micromolar IC50-

values in a biochemical fluorescence polarisation assay.

Introduction
The tumour suppressor protein p53 plays a crucial role in many physiological processes [1−5].
TP53 (the gene encoding the p53 protein) is mutated or deleted in almost 50% of all human
cancers, resulting in non-functional p53 [6,7]. In the remaining 50% of human cancers, the
wild-type p53 is occasionally effectively inhibited by overexpression of an endogenous negative
regulator called MDM2 [8]. MDM2 ubiquitinates p53 leading to the proteasomal degradation
of p53 [9]. In a complex with p53, MDM2 also blocks the binding of p53 to its target DNA,
making p53 ineffective as a transcription factor. It also promotes the export of p53 from the
cell nucleus, making p53 inaccessible to targeted DNA and reducing its transcriptional ability.
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Disruption of the MDM2-p53 protein-protein interaction would liberate p53 fromMDM2,
thus restoring the tumour suppressor function of wild-type p53. Agents designed to block the
MDM2-p53 interaction may therefore have therapeutic potential for the treatment of human
cancers retaining wild-type p53 [10].

Structural studies have been utilised to characterise the interaction between a hydrophobic
pocket within the N-terminal region of MDM2 and p53 [11]. The MDM2-bound p53 peptide
adopts an α-helical conformation and interacts with MDM2 primarily through three hydro-
phobic residues: Phe19, Trp23, and Leu26.

Several inhibitors which target the MDM2-p53 interaction have been published [12]. These
inhibitors can be divided into three groups: type I, II and III [13]. Type I inhibitors are peptide
oligomers designed to mimic the α-helical topography. Type II inhibitors are based on scaf-
folds that place substituents in the same spatial orientation as that of the parent helix, but the
scaffolds themselves are not designed to mimic the α-helix topography. These scaffolds vary
widely in structure, but all can arrange the substituents in an analogous manner with the i, i+4
and i+7 amino acid side chains of an α-helical structure. Representative examples of type II
inhibitors targeting the MDM2-p53 interaction include the nutlins [14], piperidinones [15]
(Fig 1) and spiroindolines [16]

Most of the reported type II inhibitors have been identified by high throughput screening
(HTS), followed by optimisation. Type III inhibitors or α-helix mimetics are characterised by
highly modified structures which may not contain the basic peptide backbone structure, but
still retain the functional groups necessary for key binding site recognition (the i, i+4 and i+7
amino acid side chains of an α-helical structure). The terphenyl scaffold reported by Hamilton
and co-workers is the first example of this type of mimetic (Fig 1) [17–18]. Other relevant
examples of type III inhibitors targeting the MDM2-p53 interaction include oxazole-pyrida-
zine-piperazine mimetics [19], oligobenzamide mimetics [20] and pyrrolopyrimidine-based α-
helix mimetics [21]. Although the MDM2-p53 interaction has been the focus of considerable
investigation, a range of different PPIs have been targeted with type I-III inhibitors [22–24]

The synthesis and functionalisation of 2,5-diketopiperazines (2,5-DKPs) has been of contin-
uous interest within our research group [25–28] because of their designation as privileged
structures [29]. Pursuant to our interest in this area, we herein present the design, synthesis,
and biological evaluation of 2,5-DKP derivatives as potential MDM2-p53 inhibitors.

Results and Discussion

Design of type III inhibitors
It was anticipated that spiro-DKPs (Fig 2A) would be a suitable starting point for the develop-
ment of novel type III inhibitors, as these shape-programmable scaffolds can project functional
groups into defined three-dimensional constellations to mimic the positioning of the relevant
side chains of p53 (Phe19, Trp23, and Leu26) (Fig 2B).

Conformational analysis was used to evaluate spiro-DKPs as potential α-helix mimetics. The
comparison of low energy conformations of spiro-DKPs (Fig 2C) with an alanine-based α-helix
indicated that the scaffold has the ability to arrange the substituents R1-3 analogous to the i, i+4
and i+7 residues from the α-helix (Fig 2D). This demands an S-configuration at the C3-position
of the spiro-DKP and that the amino function is positioned in an equatorial position.

A retrosynthetic analysis for the synthesis of target spiro-DKPs is outlined in Fig 3. It was
envisioned that the R3 substituent could be introduced via reductive amination in the final step
of the synthesis. The formation of the 2,5-DKP-core could be achieved via cyclisation using a
secondary amine (path A) or a primary amine (path B) as a nucleophile. The dipeptide could
be obtained by peptide coupling of the appropriate amino acids.
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Synthesis of Type III inhibitors
The key residues required for MDM2-p53 binding are hydrophobic (Phe, Trp and Leu); there-
fore, hydrophobic R1-3 substituents were selected.

Initially it was attempted to prepare the spiro-DKPs by path A (Fig 3), using commercially
available 8-amino-1,4-dioxa-spiro[4.5]decane-8-carboxylic acid (1) as a starting material (Fig
4). The benzyl substituent (R1) was introduced via a reductive amination protocol [30] with
benzaldehyde, NaCNBH3 and Et3N as a base. The product was identified by LCMS analysis
and the crude product was used in the next step without further purification. Conversion of the
carboxylic acid to the corresponding methyl ester with trimetylsilyldiazomethane [31],
afforded 2 in a yield of 55% over two synthetic steps.

Fig 1. Examples of type II and III inhibitors previously reported.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137867.g001

Fig 2. Spiro-DKPs as potential α-helix mimetics. (A) General structure of the target spiro-DKPs with
numbering. (B) The side chains of Leu26, Trp23, and Phe19 in the p53 helix.(C) Spiro-DKPs. (D)
Superimposition of an Ala-helix (black), with a low energy conformation of a spiro-DKP B (green).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137867.g002
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The coupling of Boc-Phe to 2 in order to obtain 3 was then explored using different pep-
tide-coupling reagents [32], such as HATU, EDC/HOBt and T3P; however, only starting mate-
rial was recovered from the reaction mixture. The lack of reactivity under the explored reaction
conditions could probably be ascribed to the steric hindrance of the amine.

It was then decided to explore the alternative path B for the cyclisation (Fig 3), starting from
the same starting material as for path A. The R1 substituent was introduced using the same
reductive amination protocol shown in Fig 4, followed by a HATU-mediated peptide coupling
using Phe-OMe (Fig 4). Compounds 4 and 5 were isolated in yields of 58% and 68%, respec-
tively, over two steps. We have previously reported a microwave heated synthesis of spiro-DKPs
via cyclisation of Boc-protected dipeptide methyl esters using water as solvent [26]. It was antic-
ipated that these reaction conditions would result in cyclisation of the dipeptides to afford the
corresponding spiro-DKPs as well as the removal of both the acetal- and Boc-protecting groups.
However, LCMS analysis following microwave-assisted heating of 4 in distilled water at 100°C
for 30 min showed only trace amounts of 7. The major mass ions observed corresponded to
products derived from hydrolysis of the ester and/or the acetal. Following an increase of both
the reaction temperature, to 160°C, and prolonged reaction time, to 90 min, 7 was isolated in
8% yield. Further increasing the temperature or reaction time did not improve the yield.

Using a 1:1 mixture of 1M HCl (aq.) and acetone as the solvent, at 55°C (conventional heat-
ing) for 72 h afforded 8 in a yield of 18%. LCMS analysis of the reaction mixture indicated that

Fig 3. Retrosynthetic analysis of spiro-DKPs.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137867.g003
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hydrolysis of the methyl ester prevented the efficient conversion of the starting material to the
desired product. 13C NMR spectra of 7 and 8 showed C-4 signals at 93.0 and 92.9 ppm, respec-
tively, indicating that the products were geminal diols and not ketones. HRMS analysis of 7
and 8 confirmed the diol structure.

The low yield observed for the cyclisation step was ascribed to the steric bulk of the second-
ary amine; therefore, it was decided to explore the same reaction with a primary amine. Com-
pound 6 was synthesised in 85% yield over two steps (Fig 4). Heating of 6 under microwave
irradiation at 160°C for 30 min using distilled water as solvent afforded 9 in 40% isolated yield.
For 9, only the ketone was observed in 13C NMR spectra. Changing solvent to a 1:1 mixture of
1M HCl (aq.) and acetone did not improve the yield.

At this stage, it was decided to synthesise a series of spiro-DKPs without the R1 substituent.
Since side-products in which the acetal-protecting group was retained had been observed after
cyclisation, the removal of acetal before the cyclisation was examined (Fig 5). Compounds 11
and 12 were prepared from commercially available 10, in yields of 75% and 69%, respectively,
using HATU as the coupling agent. Subsequent cyclisation in water under microwave assisted
heating followed by evaporation of water and purification by flash column chromatography
generated 9 and 13 in high yields.

Finally, the R3 substituent was introduced by reductive amination using a 5-ethyl-2-methylpyr-
idine borane (PEMB) protocol (Fig 5) [33]. LCMS analysis indicated full consumption of the start-
ing materials, but together with the desired product, unidentified by-products were also observed.
Isolation of 14–16 from the complex reaction mixture resulted in only low yields (10–23%).

Fig 4. Synthesis of spiro-DKPs 7–9. Reagents and reaction conditions: i) PhCHO (1.2 eq.), Et3N (1.2 eq.),
NaCNBH3 (1.0 eq.), MeOH, r.t. ii) (CH3)3SiCHN2 (6.4 eq.), MeOH/toluene (1:3), r.t. iii) 4 or 5: R1CHO (1.2–1.5
eq.), Et3N (1.2 eq.), NaCNBH3 (1.0 eq.), MeOH, r.t. iv) Phe-OMe (2.0 eq.), HATU (2.0 eq.), DIPEA (12 eq.),
DMF, 60°C, 30 min. 6: iii) Boc2O, 3M NaOH and 1,4-dioxane (1:2, pH~12), r.t. iv) Phe-OMe (2.0 eq.), HATU
(2.0 eq.), DIPEA (6.0 eq.), DMF, 60°C, 30 min. v) 4: water, MW, 160°C, 30 min; 5: HCl (1M, aq.)/acetone
(1:1), 55°C, 72 h 6: water, MW, 160°C, 90 min.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137867.g004
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Biological evaluation of type III inhibitors against the MDM2-p53 PPI
Compounds 7–9 and 14–16 were evaluated as MDM2 inhibitors in a fluorescence polarisation
(FP) assay which measures displacement of a wild-type p53 peptide tagged with a fluorescent
probe (Texas Red) bound to MDM2 [34]. Unfortunately, the compounds showed no activity.
Re-evaluation of the design was therefore performed, aiming for type II inhibitors.

Design of type II inhibitors
During our studies with type III inhibitors, new crystal structures of MDM2 co-crystallised
with highly potent type II inhibitors were published [15,35–37]. Analysis of these as well as pre-
viously published crystal structures [10] of ligand/MDM2 complexes suggested several modifi-
cations to our original design in order to generate type II inhibitors. First, the size of the
inhibitor could be decreased, since type II inhibitors are generally smaller and not as extended
as type III inhibitors. Secondly, the size of one or two of the hydrophobic substituents should
be reduced. Lastly, several of the published binders of MDM2 have a hydrophilic substituent
pointing towards the bulk solvent/hydrophilic surface of MDM2 enabling hydrogen bonding
and/or ionic interactions with the His96 and Lys94 residues of MDM2.

A series of structurally varied 2,5-DKP derivatives was docked into the α-helix binding site
of MDM2 (PDB code: 4HBM), using the Schrödinger package (Glide, XP mode), to find a suit-
able substitution pattern on the 2,5-DKP scaffold (Fig 6). The docking results indicated that
the spiro-cyclohexyl group was well accommodated in the Phe-binding pocket (Fig 6A and 6B)
and could work as one of the interacting hydrophobic substituents. Likewise, exchanging the
cyclohexyl group for a phenyl group (Fig 6C), gave compounds that docked equally well in the
Trp-pocket compared to the spiro-cyclohexyl derivatives. The model did however show that
the DKP ring is rotated 90°, switching the places of the C3 and C6 substituents, so that they
now interact with the Phe- and Leu-pocket, respectively. Replacing the N1 benzyl group with a
phenyl group resulted in compounds which had similar binding modes. The docking results
also suggested the introduction of a CH2X group at the N4-position, where X = methyl ester,
carboxylic acid, amide, or alcohol could provide additional interactions via hydrogen bonding
and/or ionic interactions with the His96 and Lys94 residues of MDM2 (Fig 6A and 6C).

Fig 5. Synthesis of spiro-DKPs 9–16.Reagents and reaction conditions: i) AA-OMe (1.5–1.7 eq.). HATU (2.0 eq.), DIPEA (6.0 eq.), DMF, 60°C, 30 min. ii)
water, MW, 160°C, 70 min. iii) R3-NH2 (1.7–2.0 eq.), PEMB (1.0 eq.), glacial acetic acid (2.3–2.6 eq.), MeOH, r.t. o.n.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137867.g005
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Furthermore, docking results showed that derivatives with the hydrophilic substituent in
the C3-position and one of the interacting hydrophobic substituents in the N4-position were
also accommodated in the MDM2-pockets. The model indicated that at the C3-position, the S-
configuration was preferred for the new series of spiro-DKPs (spiro-2-DKPs), while the R-con-
figuration was preferred for the derivatives having phenyl substituents at the C6-position

Fig 6. 2,5-DKP derivatives docked into the α-helix binding site of MDM2 (PDB code: 4HBM). (A) and (B)
N1 = 4-chlorobenzyl, C3 = Benzyl,N4 = CH2CO2H, C6 = cyclohexyl. (C) N1 = C6 = Phenyl, C3 = benzyl,
N4 = CH2CO2H.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137867.g006
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(non-spiro-DKPs). Two series of 2,5-DKPs, spiro-2-DKPs and non-spiro-DKP derivatives
were selected for synthesis and evaluation as type II inhibitors. The general structures are
shown in Fig 7.

Synthesis of type II via the Ugi reaction
As the cyclisation protocol for the N-alkylated dipeptide methyl esters (Fig 4) only gave low
yields and only provided disubstituted 2,5-DKPs, an alternative strategy for the synthesis of the
2,5-DKP-ring system was considered. Highly substituted 2,5-DKPs [37] can be synthesised via
a Ugi reaction, followed by a deprotection and cyclisation step of the Ugi product [38].

The Ugi reaction protocol was therefore used to synthesise a series of spiro-2-DKPs (Fig 8).
Compounds 17S and 17R (Fig 8, entries 1 and 2) were synthesised in order to confirm the

preference of either the S- or R-configuration at C3 for binding to MDM2. Different R3-substit-
uents (Fig 8, entries 1–4) were introduced in an attempt to find optimal substituents for inter-
action with the Trp-pocket. In general, these reactions proceeded in good yields, typically 50–

Fig 7. General structures of spiro-2-DKPs and non-spiro-DKPs. Hydrophobic substituents are indicated
by light grey, while hydrophilic substituents are shown in dark grey.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137867.g007

Fig 8. Synthesis of spiro-2-DKPs 17–21.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137867.g008
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60% over the three reaction steps. The lower yield for the 4-Cl-benzyl substituent was probably
due to the lower reactivity of the electron-deficient 4-chlorobenzylamine.

Compound 20S was synthesised using Boc-L-aspartic acid 4-tert-butyl ester as the starting
material. To avoid hydrolysis of the tert-butyl ester during Boc-deprotection, TFA in dry DCM
was used instead of HCl (aq). Nevertheless, the tert-butyl ester was cleaved under these condi-
tions and the carboxylic acid obtained was lost during workup. Re-running the reaction in
methanolic HCl resulted in transesterification of the tert-butyl ester to the methyl ester with a
slight improvement in the isolated yield of 37% for 21S from 24% for 20S (Fig 8, entries 5–6).

The same Ugi reaction protocol was used for the synthesis of non-spiro-DKPs (Fig 9). The
yields were however generally lower compared with those for the spiro-2-DKPs (Fig 8). When
an aldehyde was used instead of a cyclic ketone, the products were obtained as diastereomeric
mixtures; the stereoisomers could be separated by silica column chromatography. Compounds
22RR and 22RS were isolated in a combined yield of 39%, while 23RR and 23RS were isolated
in a combined yield of 29%.

The use of aniline instead of benzylamine as the amine component in the Ugi reaction
resulted in lower yields (Fig 9, entries 3, 5–6). A further reduction in yield was also observed
for the electron-deficient 4-choroaniline (14%) (Fig 9, entries 3–4). The combination of an ani-
line with a chlorobenzaldehyde, which are both electron-deficient, led to a further reduction in

Fig 9. Synthesis of non-spiro-DKPs 22–29.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137867.g009
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yield (Fig 9, entries 7–8). Attempts to improve the yields via pre-formation of the imine were
not successful. In addition to the low yield, some of the products (24–29) proved to be very dif-
ficult to purify; the impurities could however be removed after alkylation at the N4-position.

The absolute stereochemistry of compounds 22RR and 22RS were determined by NOE cor-
relations. NOEs were observed for the diastereoisomer 22RR, with the C3 and C6 substituents
being on the same side of the 2,5-DKPs ring (Fig 10). For the other diastereoisomer, 22RS with
the C3 and C6 substituents on opposite sides of the 2,5-DKPs ring, no NOE was observed (see
S1 Information for details).

For the introduction of the fourth substituent in the N4-posititon of the spiro-2-DKPs (Fig
11), a previously reported alkylation protocol was used utilising the strong base 2-tert-butyli-
mino-2-diethylamino-1,3-dimethylperhydro-1,3,2-diazaphosphorine (BEMP) [25]. Ethoxy-
carbonylmethyl, tert-butoxycarbonylmethyl and ethoxycarbonyl moieties (Fig 11, entries 1–4)
were introduced in excellent yields when running the reactions at room temperature. Allylation
of 17S at N4 was slow at room temperature and required microwave heating to afford a good
yield (Fig 11, entry 5). Introduction of the benzyl group in position N4 was accomplished by
activation of benzyl bromide using potassium iodide and DMF as solvent at room temperature
(Fig 11, entry 6).

Fig 10. Stereochemical assignment of non-spiro-DKPs. NOE correlations are shown by a double headed
arrow.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137867.g010

Fig 11. N4-Alkylation of spiro-2-DKPs 30–34.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137867.g011
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The BEMP protocol was also very well suited for the alkylation of N4 of the non-spiro-
DKPs (Fig 12). Generally, the reactions were complete within 12 hours. However, alkylation
with ethyl 4-bromocrotonate (Fig 12, entries 5–6) required extended reaction times and these
reactions did not go to completion even after 72 hours.

The BEMP alkylation protocol was also used to synthesise compounds 40–45 (Fig 13). The
lower yields obtained for 41RR, 41RS, 42RS, 43RS and 44RS are ascribed to impurities carried
through from the previous synthetic steps. The introduction of electron-deficient substituents
at the N1- and C6-positions resulted in epimerisation at the C6-position (Fig 13, entries 6–10).
The diastereomeric ratio was determined from 1H NMR spectra. The diastereomeric mixture
could be separated by silica column chromatography and 45SS and 45SR were isolated as sin-
gle enantiomers (Fig 13, entries 11–12).

A selection of 2,5-DKP esters were then further reacted to introduce other functionalities at
the N4-positon. The esters were first hydrolysed to the corresponding carboxylic acids (Figs 14
and 15). The hydrolysis was initially tested on 36RR using LiOH in THF/water (1:1). However,
this reaction resulted in epimerisation at the C6-position. Acid-catalysed hydrolysis of the
ethyl ester using HCl at room temperature gave the desired product without epimerisation, but
the reaction was rather slow and full conversion was not achieved. Instead, the reaction was
performed in aqueous concentrated HCl at 70°C. However, for the tert-butyl ester, the hydroly-
sis could be run at room temperature. All products were obtained in very good to excellent
yields (Figs 14 and 15).

The carboxylic acids 46RR, 46RS, 47RR, 47RS and 54S were then further functionalised by
amidation using 1-Boc-piperazine and 2-oxopiperazine (Fig 16). The coupling reactions were
performed using HATU and Et3N in DCM affording the target compounds in good yields.

Interestingly, double peaks were observed for several signals in both 1H and 13C NMR spec-
tra for 57RS. Hindered rotation around the N4-C9 bond resulting in two different low energy
conformations of 57RS at room temperature in solution could be responsible for the double
peaks observed. Conformational analysis of 57RS indicated two major conformations, with the
2-oxopiperazine moiety pointing in opposite directions (Fig 17A).

Fig 12. N4-alkylation of non-spiro-DKPs 35–39.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137867.g012
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NMR experiments were then conducted to demonstrate that 57RS can adopt two low
energy conformations. When two low energy conformers exist, the resulting double peaks will
coalescence at elevated temperatures [39, 40] since heating will facilitate the rotation around
the bonds. At 25°C and 55°C, a clear difference was observed in the 1H and 13C NMR spectra,
confirming that 57RS adopts two low energy conformations at 25°C (Fig 17) (See S1 Informa-
tion for full 1H and 13C spectra).

Treatment of 55RR, 55RS, 56RR, 56RS and 58S with TFA:DCM (1:1) for one hour resulted
in the complete removal of the Boc-group and afforded the target compounds in good to excel-
lent yields (76–99%) (Fig 18).

Strategies for the introduction of an alcohol at N4 were also explored. First reduction of the
ester functionality was investigated and treatment of 17S with NaBH4 as a reducing agent
afforded 62S in 61% yield (Fig 19).

Reduction of 36RR and 36RS using NaBH4 in EtOH resulted in epimerisation of the prod-
uct at the C6-position according to 1H NMR spectra. Attempts to reduce the carboxylic acid,
46RR, using BH3•DMS failed and LCMS analysis of the reaction mixture revealed unidentified
mass ions, epimerisation of the starting material was also observed in 1H NMR spectra.

Biological evaluation of type II inhibitors
To evaluate the 2,5-DKPs as potential MDM2-p53 inhibitors, the same FP-assay [34] was used
as for the type III inhibitors. Out of 54 compounds evaluated, two compounds, 52RR and
52RS, were found to be active in the FP-assay, displaying IC50 values of 31 (95% CI [16.31,

Fig 13. N4-Alkylation of non-spiro-DKPs afforded 40–45.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137867.g013
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Fig 14. Ester hydrolysis of non-spiro-DKPs afforded acids 46-53.a

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137867.g014

Fig 15. Ester hydrolysis of 30S and 31S.Reagents and reaction conditions: i) Conc. HCl (aq.) for R1 = Et,
70°C o.n. For R1 = tBu, r.t. o.n.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137867.g015
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60.49]) and 28 μM 95% CI [10.96, 71.43]), respectively (Fig 20) (see S1 Information for dose
response curve of FP assay).

To confirm binding to the target, surface plasmon resonance (SPR) was used to study inter-
actions of 52RR and 52RS with MDM2 [41, 42]. Plotting the steady state responses at different
inhibitor concentrations yielded partial binding saturation curves from which KD values of 155
(± 4) and 140 (± 3) for 52RR and 52RS, respectively, were calculated. These high values could
be due to poor solubility of the inhibitors (see S1 Information for details).

The disparity between the competition potency seen in the FP assay and the binding affinity
seen by SPR suggests that the apparent competitive inhibition in the FP assay may be due to
compound or protein aggregation rather than direct competition. Likewise, the relatively poor
affinity may be due to suboptimal solubility in the SPR buffer.

Therefore, to further validate the results from the FP-assay, WaterLOGSY [43] experiments
were conducted that confirmed binding of 52RR and 52RS to MDM2 (see S1 Information for
details). This suggests that the competitive potency measured in the FP experiment is accurate.

With only a few active compounds, it is very difficult to establish reasonable SARs. How-
ever, the results indicate the importance of two 4-chlorophenyl substituents in the N1- and
C6-positions for binding to the target, since all other variants did not give any activity in the

Fig 16. Amidation of 2,5-DKPs afforded 55–58.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137867.g016
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FP-assay. Analogous with the results obtained, chloro-substituted phenyls interacting with the
Trp- and Phe-pockets of MDM2 have been shown by others to improve inhibitory potency.
[15, 44] In addition, these results indicate that the presence of a carboxylic acid moiety at N4 is
important for activity, since the ester analogues, 44RR and 44RS, were inactive in the FP-
assay. Furthermore, the stereochemistry of the tested compounds does not seem to be of major
importance as similar IC50 values were obtained for both compounds. It should be noted that
the active compounds were tested as diastereomeric mixtures: 4.3:1 and 1.7:1 for 52RR and
52RS, respectively. In addition, the results follow the observation that many of the published
inhibitors of the p53-MDM2 interaction are typically less extended than the model p53 α-
helix, hence type II-like inhibitors.

Fig 17. Conformational analysis of 57RS. (A) Model of two low energy conformations of 57RS; (B)
Chemical structure of 57RSwith atom numbers; (C) 1H NMR signals from H7 and H6 of 57RS at 25°C and
55°C.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137867.g017
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Conclusions
Two types of 2,5-DKPs inhibitors (type II and III) have been designed and synthesised as PPI
inhibitors targeting the MDM2-p53 interaction. The first series of spiro-DKPs (type III inhibi-
tors) were designed to directly mimic the topography of the α-helix in the MDM2-p53 binding
interface. However, when these compounds were evaluated in an FP-assay for their inhibitory

Fig 18. Boc-deprotection of 55–56 and 58S.Reagents and reaction conditions: i) TFA:DCM (1:1 v/v), 1h, r.
t.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137867.g018

Fig 19. Reduction of 17S.Reagents and reaction conditions: i) NaBH4 (3.0 eq.), EtOH, r.t., 5 days.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137867.g019

Fig 20. 2,5-DKPs as inhibitors of the MDM2-p53 interaction.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137867.g020
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activity against the MDM2-p53 interaction, all spiro-DKPs were found to be inactive at the
tested concentrations (up to 100 μM). Re-evaluation of the original design focusing on struc-
ture-based design, using the p53 binding pocket on MDM2 as a template, resulted in new series
of type II inhibitors (spiro-2-DKPs and non-spiro-DKPs). An efficient strategy was developed
for the preparation of tetrasubstituted spiro-2-DKPs and non-spiro-DKPs, using the Ugi pro-
tocol and alkylation reactions as the key steps in the synthesis. Two structurally-related com-
pounds, 52RR and 52RS, showed inhibition at micromolar concentration (31 μM and 28 μM)
in the FP-assay. Binding of 52RR and 52RS to MDM2 could be confirmed by SPR measure-
ments and by WaterLOGSY experiments.

These results indicate that 2,5-DKPs could be used as a novel chemotype for the develop-
ment of a new class of MDM2-p53 inhibitors. The current study also illustrates the challenge
using structure-based design in the development of MDM2-p53 interaction inhibitors which
has also recently been highlighted by others [45].

Supporting Information
S1 Information. Describes synthesis and characterisation including Proton (1H) and Car-
bon (13C) NMR spectra of all compounds synthesised . In addition, experimental procedures
for the biological evaluation and conformational analysis procedure are included. A specific
table of contents can be located in this document.
(DOCX)
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